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Abstractg This is the first in a series of notes covering material 
presented in lectures on transistor circuits for engmeers" 
The introductory material below contains fundamental ideas' 
about semiconductors which should be known by the transistor 
circuit designer. These ideas are presented in a simplified 
form but 'will serve asa basis for some. future discussions 
later on. 

The transistor is a solid ,statedevic8,l1 making use of a semi
conductor' as it medium for' transporting charge, which is 'capable of pro
ducing- -a -poWer gain. - The properties of semiconductors make possible the 
control of a. large ctirrentpassiilg through one-pair of electrodes of the 
transistor by means of a small current through a second pair of electrodeso 
This first note will discuss brietly the more important properties of 
semiconductors for transistor applications .. 

... .. . ~ 

Metalfi~ ·.Semiconductorss Insulator;s 

-..... 'A metal is a solid in which the electric fieldE is everywhere 
zero$ i oe0 9 it is a body in which no space charge can exiSt 0 The ' 
resistivity 6f, a metal' is extrE)mely low; coppera for e:xample~ hav:inga 
resistivity of about 107 'xlOaoO olim-cm.. Insulators" howeveri/ will 
support a space c~ge and are characterized by very high reSistivity, 
of the order of lOl~ olim-cmo . 

Semiconductors fall in a class between these two extremes .. -They 
can contain a-limited space charge and in a pure state 9 where they are 
called "intrinsic _semiconductol's~ may have resistivities of a' few ohm-cm 
to several 'thousand ohIn-cm at room temperature. -For example 9 intrinsic 
germanium is about 60 ohm-cm and intrinsic silicon is about 6Os000 olim-cm 
at 25°C o 

Another way of illustrating the difference between metals and 
semiconductors is to consider the number of conduction electrons. In 
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me tala this is about 1022 electrons per cc;, . Semiconductors ,.,range' from 
101lto 1011 conduction electrons per CC9 or one for every 10' to loll 
electrons ina metalo' 

lmpuritzSemiconductors 

Most semiconducting·materials are not pure orintrinsico Small 
amoUnts of imPui'ities added to a semiconducting material will considerably 
reduce the resistivity~: 1herefore,9 the resistivity ofa givEm sample can 
be- controlled byitBpurityo The amount of impurity necessary to . 
proaucs':-fuaterial useful for' transistors is of the order of·l()J.5 impiJrity 
~to~ pe~2~cfwhereas thenonnal population of semiconductor atoms is 
aboutlO . per COo Tha.t iss' we are dealing with impurities of 1 part in 
10 Iililliorio '. 

Temperature .. ~?_Condu~ti11itt 

............ ,.- ... -TEerelation be-tween temperature . and conductivity for an 
intrinsic. s9m:conductor isshowri below in Figo: 10" 

FJEs.1. 

I tJTR'~S I c.. 
SEMI coN Due-roR 

2.he conductivity () increases wi.th' the absolute temperatureT~' If· 
impuritieS are added to the semiconductor the conductivity is increased 
alld . the variation with temperature is as show in Fig~'2or 

FIG. ~ 

IMPIJRI,y 
SEMI CONDUCTOR 
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In the interval BC the 'impurities control the value of"the conductivityo' 
However9 above the temperature TBthe impurities no longer have any 
effect and the material behaves Iike an intrinsic semiconductor with the, 
curveABDo' Smce transistors depend on th,e properties of impurity semi ... 
condu?tors~ ~s temperature Tn would represent the poin~ where no _ 
transJ.stor actJ.on could take pface and.9 therefore" an aosolute temperature 
limit .for the deviceo In a.ctual practice" circuit failure 'Would probably 
occur considerably below this temperatureo 

Cmtalline"Stl"Uctur,e 

tie atoms in'- a semiconductor foma crysta.1:J.:ine structureJ)' heos, 
they arrange themselves in a regular pattern throughout the materi~o 
Moreovers--'the atoms in which we are interested are all members of the 
4th" c-biumnof-' tiie'penodic table which is reproduced in part below in 
Fig;--,3;" -Theiiuinbers. in each column represent the positive charge on the 
nucleus of the ''atOJiir 

P""Typs N.,.~e 

III IV VI 

FIG.3 B +5 0 +6 'N +7 
Al +13 Ge +14 p +15 
Ga +31 Si +32 As +33 
In +49 Sn +50 Sb +51 
'l'1 +81 ' Pb +82 Bi +83 

The 4thcocolunmatoms all have .four valence electrons (and· form 
valence crystals which are held together by electron=pair binctlng.ll' ioeiJ.ll' 
pairs of' electrons from different atoms form bondswlq.ch hold the crystal
together~ rt is not within the scope of this paper to go into the details 
of atomic bonds but the sketch below may help to convey the ideao 
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Two hydrogen atoms with single valence elecifrons are shown coming together 
~ .. to~ an ~ mo;ecule which has electrons associated with both a~oms .. · 
The~ ownershipWot the electrons. by the two atoms serves to b1nd the 
moleeiile together.. This can be represented by the symbol ~ 
In. a similar manner a germanium crystal can be represented byg 

FIG.S 

'lhese valence electrons cannot enter into the conduction process since 
they are not free to move abouto 

Ponors ~ . Acceptors 

If we now replace one ot the germanium a toms in :Fig .. -5 by an 
impurity atom trom the3rd column of the periodic table in Fig .. 3 the 
crystal Will appear as tollows g 

SinCQ;.,.tJ;le indium. atom has only three valence electrons one bond will be 
incOmplete leaving a hole ~_ the cryJital..As other valence ~ectrons 
can now move in tofi'irthis gap the hole effectively moves through the 
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crystal and acts like a positive charge which can conduct CUiTento ' 
Impuri ties of this type are called acceptors since they can accept 
valence electrons and the resulting iJnpuri ty semiconduc~or is called 
a p ... type semiconductor ~ince the charge carriers are positive holeso 

If' a germanitml atom is replaced by an element in column VI 
the situation is as follows g 

F/6·7 

.An extra electron is now available which is free to conduct~ent~ 
An impurity of this. type is called a.,donorsince it provides conduction 
electrons» '. and the impurity semiconductor is called an. N-type . semi..;:: . :~ 
.conductor- since the charge carriers are negative electronso .' . 

. The two types of charge carriers mentioned above,il holes and 
elec¥;ons" ~ imPo~' t in transistors;; Electrons have a mobilitYb2 
~ =;"';/'§p'of 3600 em volt-sec while holes have a'mobility ofl700 em / 
voltasec; These mo ility£igttres indicate the velocity of the carrier 
under a field of I volt/ cmo. However the base region in a transistor is 
traversed py carrier diffusion rather than acceleration by an ~lectric 
field~ . lhe diffusion rate is directly related to the mobility.9the 
diffusion constant being 

1 2' 
D I!II W . p. cmiJ?ecfJ i 

.-.:--.... , 

''11ier.e£6re electrons will'inove through the transistor at a higher spe~~ 
than will hol.$.:s~ .•.•. 

. Operation.£! ! ~ .. Tra.nsistp;r 

COnsider a .transistor made up of N=type semiconducting material 
surrounded by p ... type on either side.. 'fh:i:oee conneQ-;Ji.ions,9$l'1litter; base,j 
and: collector, are made to the three· regions respectively as shown in 
Fig<> 86 
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FIG>.8 It PtJP \JUtJCTt ON -r~AtJS's,-O~ 

This isa pnp junction transistor and is represented schematically by 

eOLL. ECT(J~ 

F/6 .. q 

If we consider the potential of a positive charge (or hole) passing from 
emitter to colleotor wi~::{!.ll3 elements groUnded it will appear as 
,shown in Figo ',10'0' ' 

p N p 

FIe;, -1..0 

EMITTER. BASE. COLLECTO~ . 
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When normal bias vol tagesare applied to thetransisto:t" as shown in 
Fig~ 11· the potential diagramta.kes the form shown: 

tM 8ASE Col. 

P N P 

+~ 
FIG.11 --

\lEt 
-- £.. --~.1 ..... ,.". 

i;E~o biAS 

I 
E=o 

EFFECTIVE 
. <;BPoSE WIDTH .,1 

I 
1 
I 
I 

EMITTEr< &.A6E .,. 

.. 

~-- - \fcc 

Note particularly thatthere:ts no electric field through thelarg~.ii 
par"tr· oft.he 'base ~g1onCtThere£ore,·· holes· from the emitter must diffuse 
through the ba.se l$til theyreacl1 the field in the coliecto:t- region 
where theY' are accelerated trito the co11ector~ . . 

Now .consider atypical pnp which hasa.geometry as shown in 
Fig~J.2i{Aholeleaving point.A in t.heemitter under the influence of 
anemitter';'base voltage moves tbroughthe base region by diffusion. 
The probability of ii;s tak:i,n:g paths 1-6 to th~ conector isconsiderabl,. 
greater than i"orpath 7;i.nto· the ba~e,circuit ..... This is t..rue for any 
hole leaviJlgthe emi.t~~· 
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GEOMETRICAL 
STRvC.T \J~e oF' 
PNP ALLoy 
~A,vSISTOR 7' '>-

FIG, ,~ 

PATHS Or HOLE IN~ECr~D 
J N'To BAGE AT Po lilT II. 
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7 

Therefore most holes will reach the electric field at the collector' arid 
be carried away into the collector~It is only 'When a very large C'IJ.ii:ioent 
is flowing from emitter to co~lector that a reasonable number of holes 
can di:f.'fu.se into the base ...... say 2" percent or !esso;! the totaLvT11erei'orel 
looking at the prOblem another way" if'we require a certain current to 
flow in the base, we must have a much larger current :t::iowing in the 
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.' 
collector circuit~ - This is how we get a current gain iD. tl1.e transistoro 
A small base current will produce a large collector current,; . . 

-, 111is laa o£ course~ an oversimplified pict'Ure bUt it does 
serve as an illustration of' 'the transistor mechanismo 

With the above introduction we will go into equivalent circuits 
in the second lec"tureo' 
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